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Abstract

Page protection on Wikipedia is a mechanism
where the platform’s core values conflict, but
there is little quantitative work to ground de-
liberation. We introduce a case study on page
protection amongst Internet Culture articles on
Wikipedia and find that protected articles expe-
rience dramatic editor dropoff. These results
inform future work that asks: (1) who does page
protection on Wikipedia affect? and (2) is page
protection effective?
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Introduction
Participation is the crux of Wikipedia’s ongoing and fu-
ture success; consequently, it is crucial to understand the
empirical consequences of moderation techniques to en-
sure they have the desired effects on participation and the
platform’s values.

Wikipedia is an example of a platform where the con-
sequences of friction have significant impacts on partici-
pation, such as scaring away newcomers (Halfaker et al.,
2011) and minority editors (Ford and Wajcman, 2017).
In fact, the Wikimedia Foundation has prioritized on-
boarding more diverse editors to the platform (Lam et al.,
2011) as a response to this concern. Conversations about
what to do with frictions are incomplete without explor-
ing the consequences of those frictions. Understanding
what happens when these frictions are deployed is crucial
to facilitating constructive discussions about what they do
and whether they should be used across social platforms.

In this paper, we ask: how does an exclusionary moder-
ation technique (page protection) impact the editor land-
scape of an article? We show initial results from a
case study that explored shifts in the editor landscape
on protected pages in the Internet Culture category on
Wikipedia. We propose building off of this case study
by using quasi-causal methods to study the tradeoffs of
protecting an article on Wikipedia.

1 Case Study: Internet Culture on
Wikipedia

In Figures 1 and 2 we present the initial results of evaluat-
ing the impact of page protection on Wikipedia. Specif-
ically, we explore the impact of page protection on pro-
tected articles within the Internet Culture category on
Wikipedia (𝑛 = 108). We define dropoff as the number
of editors who did not re-edit the page after protection
and difference as the number of pre-protection editors
minus the number of post-protection editors.

Our results suggest that protected articles experience
a dramatic dropoff. Editor dropoff increases over time,
as 75-85% of users who edit before the intervention do
not return afterward (Figure 1). These results cannot be
attributed to removing IP users alone; the average per-
centage of anonymous users on an article in our sample
is 24.75%. When exploring user difference, page protec-
tion does not have a consistent positive or negative effect
on total editors. Figure 2 shows the substantial spread in
the underlying distribution of user difference on protected
articles.

2 Proposed Future Work
From our initial results on how protected pages experi-
ence user dropoff, we propose two research questions to
unpack page protection that consider the tradeoffs. For
each hypothesis, we suggest specific metrics that we plan
to explore through Hill & Shaw’s (Hill and Shaw, 2021)
quasi-causal methods.

2.1 Who does page protection on Wikipedia affect?
Our initial results suggest that page protection is affecting
more than just IP editors, but where do these editors
lie within the Wikipedia community? We propose two
hypotheses based on our work:

(H1) Page protection brings “power users” to enter the
editor landscape. As previous work suggests, power users
on Wikipedia have a deep understanding of the intricate
rules of Wikipedia. By the time a page is protected, in
most cases, Wikipedia rules have already been violated.
We plan to explore this hypothesis by using Panciera et
al’s (Panciera et al., 2009) definition of a power user
on Wikipedia. If proven, this hypothesis would identify
power users as a type of “first responder” on Wikipedia.
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(H2) Page protection exacerbates barriers to the con-
tribution that marginalized identity groups already ex-
perience, such as female editors. These barriers can be
implicitly embedded in fundamental Wikipedia values,
such as their five pillars (Menking and Rosenberg, 2021).
We argue that page protection injects more bureaucracy
and into a page, which may increase exclusion in the
editor landscape. Similar to H1, we plan to explore this
through a quasi-causal analysis of pages that are protected
on Wikipedia on the self-disclosed gender of article edi-
tors.

2.2 Is page protection effective?
Finally, it is important to acknowledge the effectiveness
of the content moderation strategy. Recall that our work
is not motivated by normatively judging page protection.
Rather, we seek to understand what are the tradeoffs of
protecting a page to help ground future deliberation about
the mechanism.

(H3) Page protection decreases vandalism. Anti-
vandalism is one of the main goals of page protection.
Previous work has explored how vandals are often also
IP editors (Geiger and Ribes, 2010). However, does page
protection accomplish this goal? Due to the massive
dropoff we found in our case study, we hypothesize that
page protection does meet its intended goal of thwarting
vandals. We plan to explore vandalism through Clue-
Bot activity, as it is a reliable vandalism detection bot
and a common benchmark in previous work (Wang and
McKeown, 2010).

(H4) Page protection increases high-quality edits. We
predict that page protection increases substantive, high-
quality edits on an article. After a page is protected, ev-
ery editor on the article has previous edit experience and,
therefore, a baseline understanding of substantive con-
tribution. Furthermore, editors no longer have to spend
time and energy policing vandals on the page. We plan to
measure contribution quality through the persistent word
revisions (PWR) as it is a widespread measure.

3 Discussion
“Wikipedia is free content that anyone can use,
edit, and distribute” -Five Pillars of Wikipedia

Page protection on Wikipedia is a moderation mechanism
that has a transparent conflict with the platform’s funda-
mental policy: after a page is protected, only certain
user groups can edit an article. If effective, page protec-
tion can serve as an example of a lightweight moderation
technique that is still community-oriented. However, this
raises a larger question of how content moderation af-
fects pre-existing community barriers. Is this a necessary
tradeoff to protect information quality? Are there sys-
tems that could be incorporated, such as page protection

juries, that could keep the good of page protection while
mitigating the bad?
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Figure 1: Normalized participant dropoff for protected
articles (orange) and comparable unprotected articles
(blue).

Figure 2: Kernel density estimate of user difference
amongst a sample of protected articles (𝑛 = 108). The
underlying distribution of user difference has an extreme
spread [-400, 100], suggesting that it’s unpredictable
whether more or fewer users will edit a page after protec-
tion. Negative values signal that more users edited after
page protection than before.
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